Print Pricing
All portrait and wedding collections include rights to print, however you are welcome to order
professional prints from our custom lab as follows:

Wallet Pair (Same pose) ……….……………….$3
4x6 (Full frame) ………………………………….$5
5x7 ……………………………………………... $10
8x10 ……………………………………………. $20
8x12 (Full frame) ……………………………….$23
11x14 …………………………………………... $45
11x14 Canvas Portrait ……………………….. $90
11x14 Gallery Wrap …………………………..$150
16x20 …………………………………………. $100
16x20 Canvas Portrait ……………………….$160
16x20 Gallery Wrap …………………………..$250
20x24 …………………………………………..$120
20x24 Canvas Portrait ……………………….$200
20x24 Gallery Wrap …………………………..$300
20x30 (Full frame) …………………………….$150
20x30 Canvas Portrait (Full frame) ………… $240
20x30 Gallery Wrap (Full frame). ..…………. $350
30x40 ……………………………....…………..$200
30x40 Canvas Portrait ……………..…………$350
30x40 Gallery Wrap ……………....…………..$425
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Portrait images are captured as a full frame image. Due to the standard in the industry for
popular enlargement sizes, there will be a slight loss of the image on either side when ordered
as an enlargement. I capture the images allowing for this loss of image. 4x6, 8x12, and 20x30
portraits are full frame and there will be no loss of image.
A canvas portrait is mounted on a ¾” stretcher bar, the staples are visible on the side of the
bar, and will need to be custom framed. Gallery wraps are canvas portraits mounted on a 1 ½”
stretcher bar, the canvas wraps around the bar, the staples are hidden on the back, and hangs
directly on the wall. No framing is necessary.

Additional Information
Pricing reflects cash or check discount ~ Add 3.2% for US and 4.5% for international credit cards
6% sales tax to be added to prints delivered in the state of Florida.
There is no sales tax required if prints are shipped out of the state of Florida.
Turnaround time: 10 days for prints and 30 days for canvas portraits and gallery wraps.
US Priority Mail Shipping~$15
Large prints, canvas portraits, and gallery wraps are subject to an additional shipping fee ~ Call for quote

239.498.1685

www.TonyaMalay.com

